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INTRODUCTION

• SO, I’M A GAME DESIGNER
• IN THIS TALK, I’M GOING TO DESCRIBE MY
EXPERIENCE OF what games teach
– What players can learn from playing them

• PEOPLE always LEARN FROM PLAYING
GAMES, regardleSs of whether the
games were set up to teach something
• Educational “Serious games” teach
something in particular
• normal games are educational in other
ways

EDUCATIONAL GAMES

• MOST GAME DESIGNERS DON’T HAVE A very
HIGH OPINION OF self-conscious
“EDUCATIONAL” GAMES
– THIS ISN’T BECAUSE THEY DisLIKE EDUCATION
– IT’S BECAUSE THEY LIKE GAME DESIGN

• THE LOGIC BEHIND EDUCATIONAL GAMES IS:
– GAMES = FUN!
– EDUCATION = UNFUN
– THEREFORE GAMES+EDUCATION = FUN EDUCATION!

• THE REALITY IS:

– GAMES+EDUCATION = UNFUN GAMES

Art!

• Games do teach, though
• This is because Game design is an ART
form
• Game designers are trying to say
something through their games
– In particular, through the gameplay

• Whatever they’re trying to say, the
players can and wilL pick up on
• To play the game, the players have to
reflect on what it’s telling them
• Thus, it causes them to learn

Moose!

direction

• The difFerence between serious games
and games people actually want to play
is one of interpretation
• Serious games are designed to teach
specific things with little interpretation
• Games in general are designed to say
specific things that the players interpret in
ways meaningful to them
• If they don’t find any of it meaningful,
then the game won’t be worth playing
– So they won’t play it

Flow in games

• This graph is coMmon in game design
courses
worldwide
– Except for the
UNFUN/no
fun labels

• The thing is,
it’s not just
about flow
• It applies to learning, too
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Hard/easy

• That flow band could equally well be
labelled learning
• If all you’re learning is something you
already know, a game is no fun
• If it’s beyond your current abilities, it
will be UNFUN
– Educational games are by definition beyond
your abilities so are always UNFUN

• Games you can play how you like are in
the swEet spot
– You learn what you want to learn

ANALOGY

• Most educators KNOW NOTHING ABOUT
GAME DESIGN
• SUPPOSE THAT INSTEAD OF TALKING ABOUT
GAMES WE WERE TALKING ABOUT NOVELS
• A SKIlLED educator COULD WRITE A
NOVEL THAT REALLY TAUGHT SOMETHING
• WHY WOULD ANYONE ever WANT TO
READ THAT NOVEL?!
– IT WOULD SUCK!

• YOU want NOVELlISTS TO WRITE NOVELS!
– AND GAME DESIGNERS TO DESIGN GAMES

Learnable Things

• OF COURSE, most GAME DESIGNERS KNOW
NOTHING ABOUT PEDAGOGY
• Here’s my Non-pedagogist’s view of
what can be learned:
–
–
–
–

Facts: The north star is called polaris
SkiLls: How to integrate an equation
Meta-skiLls: How to solve problems
Self-understanding: who you are

• Games can teach aLl of these, but there
are beTter ways to teach some of them
– I’m not asking you to vote games party here…

facts

• I can list every country in europe
– ICELAND, EIRE, UK, PORTUGAL, SPAIN, ANDORRA,
FRANCE, MONACO, BELGIUM, HOLLAND, LUXEMBOURG,
GERMANY, DENMARK, NORWAY, SWEDEN, FINLAND,
RUSSIA, ESTONIA, LATVIA, LITHUANIA, BELaRUS,
UKRAINE, MOLDOVA, GEORGIA, AZERBAIJAN, TURKEY,
BULGARIA, ROMANIA, GREECE, albania, north
macedonia, SERBIA, BOSNIA & herzigovina,
MONTENEGRO, CROATIA, SLOVENIA, SLOVAKIA, CZECH
REPUBLIC, HUNGARY, POLAND, AUSTRIA,
LeiCHTENSTEIN, SWITZERLAND, ITALY, VATICAN, SAN
MARINO, MALTA, CYPRUS
– Maybe also Armenia and kazakhstan

reason

• The reason i can list every country in
europe is because i’ve played so many
games set in europe
• Those games were nothing to do with
learning the geography of europe
– I picked it up through osmosis

• Games are exceLlent at teaching facts
• Critical point: the game must not be
about learning those facts
• Facts are learned indirectly
– Not through the gameplay!

motivation

• Anything you can teach through
repetition, you can teach through games
• However, the game must be about
something that will apPeal to your
target players
– Which means not rote learning

• They do the rote learning of their own
volition to get to the fun faster
• The game must be playable without
having learned the facts
– It just gets quicker if you do learn them

example

• Imagine a 2-player game on a 40x40 grid of
squares
– Players start with a 10x10 grid each in opposite
corners

• On your turn, roll two 10-sided dice, twice
• Choose one pair from what you just rolled
and draw a rectangle with sides those
lengths, fitTing it in such that:
– It touches at least one of your existing rectangles
orthogonally (not diagonally)
– It overlaps no other rectangle

• The game ends when one player can’t go
• Whoever has the most squares wins!

dressing

• What i’ve just described is an abstract
game
• It would be less stark if i added a
dresSing to provide context
• Those aren’t rectangles, they’re
–
–
–
–

Quadrants in outer space
Expanding City suburbs
Fields for your farms
Ants claiming terRitory at your picnic

• What it most certainly isn’t about is
learning your times table

learning

• In the game i’ve just outlined, players can
count the squares to see if a 6x9
or 7x8 block is “better”
• After a while, they’ll just remember
what 6x9 and 7x8 are so they don’t have
to count the squares
• Games teach facts incidentaLly
• The facts themselves are not the point
of the game!
• They’re just things that you pick up as
a result of playing the game

warning

• Games are fantastic at teaching facts
• However, those facts can be made up
– Xamion, varick, jumyn, whest, bequen, kazlan

• They can be false
– When you stop running in most rpgs the
deceleration is instantaneous
– I’ve personally moved a city in spain in
order to get a better railway game map

• They can be incomplete
– Ships in Those swashbuckling, 1670s caribbean
pirate games never carry slaves

example

• In 2007, 12-year-old norwegian boy Hans
Jørgen Olsen was out walking with
his sister when a moOse attacked
• Using his world of warcraft
hunter skills, the boy taunted the
moose off his sister, then when it charged
him he played dead
• This worked! It saved his sister’s life!
– Just as well he didn’t try to firebaLl it...

• Actually, he tried to scare it, not taunt
it, and it was an elk, not a moose

skills

• A skiLl is a process or action you have
automated to the extent that you don’t
need to think about how to do it
• You start with things you can
already do without thinking much
– Press a pedal, turn a wheel, move a stick

• Then you practice and practice until you
can do it without thinking
– Drive a car

• If you don’t have a given skill, you can’t
play a game that requires that skill

Games & skills

• Games are hopeleSs at teaching skills
– Except social skills in multi-player
– Except physical skills in same-level sports

• This is for threE reasons
1. Skills aren’t easily reskinNable
– matrix multiplication looks just like, er, …

2. You may learn the wrong skill
– you’ll learn to type playing text adventures,
but you won’t learn to touch-type

3. Processes get in the way of gameplay
– The games end up being about the process

Tanzanian crater

Sadly...

• Skills are exactly the kind of things
educators want to teach using games
• If you try to sneak in skill-learning,
most often the resulting game wiLl be
about that skill

– “The person best at maths wins!” is UNFUN

• This means that for people to find the
game fun, they would have to find the
skill itself intrinsicalLy fun
• So ... Why then would you need a game?
– Just let them do it anyway if it’s fun!

Meta-skills

• Meta-skills are picked up from
playing lots of difFerent games
• These are high-quality problemsolving, solution-seeking skills
• Players benefit hugely from acquiring
and honing these
– Society really neEds people who can analyse
and discuss, interpret and create

• Unfortunately, these are not skills you
can easily test for directly in exams
– They also take time to build up

Playing skills

• Games are magnificent for learning
meta-skills
• People who have a yen for them generally
come across as being smart individuals
• I do believe that if you play enough games
you can become much betTer at
problem-solving
– Because i’ve seen it hapPen

• However, i don’t know if just
anyone can learn meta-skills or if it
comes from awakening latent talent

Self-understanding

• Mmos are unparalLeled in their
ability to deliver self-understanding
– Er, That should be weLl-designed mmos...

• However, it doesn’t work on
children and it takes 2 years of
playing 2-4 hours a day to work on
adults
• Nevertheless, because mmos are my
specialist field, they get a shout-out
– They’re also good for observers to learn
about society, economics, community, ...

Advice 1

• So, here are four pieces of advice for
people wanting to teach through games
• Avoid making what you want to teach
be the central mechanic of the game
– That’s not fun; if it were fun, why would
you need the game?

• You don’t teach adDing up by making a
game about aDding up
• you teach it by making a game about
filming dinosaurs you have to attract
with quantities of DINOSAUR foOd

Advice 2

•

Don’t try to teach a skill by making
the game rely on that skill
– people loathe this

• Unless your opPonent is as rubbish at
snooker as you are, playing snooker
isn’t fun
• If a Game relies on a skill, You need to
teach it before you play the game
• You don’t use the game to teach it any
more than you give people french
newspapers to teach them french

Advice 3

• Don’t try to control the learning of
abstract, meta-skills
• Meta-skills involve reflecting on skills,
which means you need existing metaskills to analyse those meta-skills
– Meta-skills they may not have or (you tell
me) even be capable of having
– Much as i’m not wired up to be able to draw

• You can set the conditions for people
to learn meta-skills, but you can’t
guarantEe they’ll actually learn them

Advice 4

• Ask a game designer to look at
your game’s design
• Industry secret: most game designers
aren’t really very goOd at game design
• However, they are an order of
magnitude beTter than you are
• Educators should specify the pedagogical
payload a game must deliver
• game designers can make it FUN
• If one of them says your design sucks,
believe them

un’goro

• This is the un’goro crater in WoW
• Named after ngorongoro in tanzania
– 610m deep!

• Play wow,
learn
geography

effects

• Media effects: exposure to something in
the media influences your behaviour
• Selection effects: people gravitate to
media that matches their nEeds
– Does exposure to romantic novels make people
more romantic? – media effect
– Do romantic people tend to read romantic
novels? – selection effect

• Games use a selection effect
• The games you play, you play because
you want to play them

Conclusion 1

• If you play commercial games, you will
inevitably learn facts
– Even abstract games teach facts

• You won’t be happy if suCceSs depends
on knowledge of these facts
– That’s a quiz, not a game

• You might learn some social or physical
skills
• You won’t be happy if sucCesS depends
on posSeSsing these skills
– that’s a sport – a different kind of game

Conclusion 2

• If you play enough games, you will
sharpen your meta-skilLs
• Different genres have different strengths
– Strategy games are great at encouraging
the understanding of processes
– FPSs and mobas are great at encouraging
the understanding of teamwork
– Mmos are great at everything!

• You play what you neEd to play
– In the way you need to play it

• What you play is who you are!

